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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme for a frequency-division-duplex multi-antenna
system by utilizing uplink channel state information combined with limited feedback. Based on the spatial reciprocity in a wireless
channel, the downlink channel is reconstructed by using frequency-independent parameters. We first estimate the gains, delays, and
angles during uplink sounding. The gains are then refined through downlink training and sent back to the base station (BS). With
limited overhead, the refinement can substantially improve the accuracy of the downlink channel reconstruction. The BS can then
reconstruct the downlink channel with the uplink-estimated delays and angles and the downlink-refined gains. We also introduce
and extend the Newtonized orthogonal matching pursuit (NOMP) algorithm to detect the delays and gains in a multi-antenna
multi-subcarrier condition. The results of our analysis show that the extended NOMP algorithm achieves high estimation accuracy.
Simulations and over-the-air tests are performed to assess the performance of the efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme.
The results show that the reconstructed channel is close to the practical channel and that the accuracy is enhanced when the number
of BS antennas increases, thereby highlighting that the promising application of the proposed scheme in large-scale antenna array
systems.
Index Terms
Multiple antenna system, FDD, downlink CSI acquisition, over-the-air test.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frequency division duplex (FDD) is one of the most widely used duplexing modes for mobile communication systems
where both directions of communication can take place simultaneously without interference. The FDD mode in multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems has achieved great success in 3G and 4G commercial mobile communication
networks. Recently, large-scale or massive MIMO, which is capable of using spatial dimensions to guarantee an extraordinary
spectral efficiency, has been identified as a key enabler for 5G networks.
However, the use of large-scale antenna arrays in 5G [1]–[5] and future networks imposes huge challenges to the acquisition
of downlink channel state information (CSI) at the base station (BS) for FDD-MIMO systems, and such information is crucial
to an excellent system performance especially in the downlink. The lack of reciprocity between the uplink and downlink
channels on different frequency bands makes the downlink CSI acquisition process difficult to achieve. Therefore, downlink
CSI is usually acquired through downlink training and feedback.
In previous generations of networks, only a few antennas are used at the BS. An abundant amount of time and frequency
resources are available to form orthogonal pilots and the amount of feedback is relatively small. While in 5G and future
networks, the use of hundreds or even thousands of antenna ports prevents the design of completely orthogonal pilot patterns.
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2In this case, reusing pilots becomes inevitable [5]–[7], thereby affecting the accuracy of the CSI estimation. Moreover, using
a huge amount of feedback for a high-dimensional complex channel matrix is impractical. Thus, downlink CSI acquisition
remains a key problem in FDD massive MIMO systems.
Many studies have been conducted to address the aforementioned problem [8]–[19]. These studies generally apply two types
of approaches. In the first approach, downlink CSI is solely obtained from downlink training and feedback but does not require
orthogonality among the pilots that are transmitted from different antennas. For example, codebooks are used to quantize the
space, and only the codebook indices are sent back to the BS. In [8] and [9], trellis-based and angle-of-departure-adaptive
subspace codebooks were proposed, respectively, to quantize the channel of FDD massive MIMO systems. These methods
require training and produce feedback overhead. Other methods have attempted to exploit the slow-varying nature of the space.
In [10], the authors assumed that the channels were correlated in both time and space; they also proposed an open- and closed-
loop training with CSI memory that could be derived from previous time instances. If the channel is sparse, then compressed
sensing can effectively reduce the training and feedback overhead [11], [12].
In the second approach, the spatial reciprocity between channels on two close frequency bands is applied. In [13], the authors
validated the spatial congruence by conducting measurements and demonstrated a small deviation in the dominant directions of
arrival at the frequencies 1935 MHz and 2125 MHz. Based on these findings, [14] reconstructed the downlink channel with the
aid of the downlink channel covariance matrix that was inferred from the uplink channel covariance matrix. Using the uplink
CSI also helps reduce the downlink training and feedback overhead. For instance, [15] and [16] proposed to exploit the channel
sparsity for estimating the propagation directions via uplink training and used the direction estimates in the downlink training
process to reduce the feedback overhead. In [17], the authors proposed a compressed downlink CSI acquisition method that
uses the partial support information obtained from the uplink and demonstrated that this method could significantly reduce the
training overhead. Nevertheless, the aforementioned downlink CSI acquisition methods have not been examined via over-the-air
(OTA) tests. To verify the effectiveness of CSI on other bands in practical systems, [18] and [19] conducted OTA tests and
found that the aforementioned method have promising application in inferring the RF channels on one band by using the
CSI on another band. In [19], the authors proposed to completely eliminate the downlink training and feedback in long-term
evolution (LTE) systems because the gain of each path in a wireless channel was thought to be frequency-independent similar
to delay and angle. However, no sufficient evidence can confirm the frequency-independent feature of the gains, which may
greatly degrade the performance of the scheme proposed in [19] when the uplink and downlink frequency bands are distinctly
separated.
Motivated by spatial reciprocity, this paper proposes an efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme that utilizes the
frequency-independent parameters of the delays and angles of the multipath channel for a FDD multi-antenna orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system.1 Given the uncertainty of their frequency-independence, we further refine
the gains by using a limited amount of downlink training and feedback. Our major contributions are summarized as follows.
• Downlink channel reconstruction: An efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme is developed. The frequency-
independent delays and angles are initially estimated during the uplink training process by using the Newtonized orthogonal
matching pursuit (NOMP) algorithm that is extended in this paper. Afterward, the gains are refined by using the least
squares (LS) algorithm in the downlink with a small amount of pilots and feedback. With the uplink-estimated delays
and angles as well as the downlink-refined gains, the downlink channel can be reconstructed at the BS. The necessity of
downlink refinement is proven through theoretical analyses and simulations. The numerical results demonstrate that the
1The proposed scheme can be straightforwardly applied to FDD massive MIMO systems.
3proposed efficient downlink reconstruction scheme can be used to reconstruct a highly accurate downlink channel.
• Extension of the NOMP algorithm: NOMP was originally designed to extract two parameters, namely, gains and frequen-
cies, for a noisy mixture of sinusoids [20]. In this paper, we extend and adapt this algorithm to a trivariate case, where the
gain, delay, and angle of each path are estimated. During each iteration of this algorithm, a 2D dictionary is utilized and
the Newton step refines the delay and angle simultaneously. After updating the stopping criteria, we evaluate the accuracy
of the estimations by deriving the lower bounds of the estimation errors and observe that the extracted delays and angles
are very close to the real values.
• OTA test results: An OTA testbed is set up to assess the system performance of the proposed downlink reconstruction
scheme in practical wireless communication scenarios. We observe that the channel reconstructed by the proposed scheme
is near the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)-estimated channel, thereby demonstrating the necessity of gain
refinement and the effectiveness of the reconstruction. The OTA results also show that with more antennas, the efficient
channel reconstruction scheme demonstrates higher accuracy and can behave well in a massive MIMO scenario.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the multipath channel between the BS and a user
and studies the frequency-independent spatial parameters over different frequency channels. Section III proposes an efficient
downlink channel reconstruction scheme based on the uplink-estimated frequency-independent parameters and analytically
justifies the importance of refining the gains in the downlink. Section IV presents the extended NOMP algorithm for estimating
the gains, delays, and angles through the uplink training process and analyzes its estimation accuracy. Section V discusses the
simulation and OTA test results for the proposed efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme. Section VI concludes the
paper.
Notations—In this paper, the matrices and vectors are denoted by uppercase and lowercase boldface letters, respectively, while
the superscripts (·)†, (·)H , and (·)T denote the pseudo-inverse, conjugate-transpose, and transpose, respectively. In addition,
R{·} takes the real component of a complex number, while E{·} represents the expectation with respect to all random variables
inside the brackets. We also use |·| and ‖·‖ to denote taking the absolute value and modulus operations, respectively, and use
the notations b·c and d·e to denote rounding a decimal number to its nearest lower and higher integers, respectively.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we describe the wireless channel between the BS and its serving user by tracing the propagation paths of
the signal. A single cell of a mobile communication system operates in the FDD mode by employing OFDM. We denote the
difference between the uplink and downlink carrier frequencies by 4F and assume that each uplink and downlink frequency
band has N sub-carriers with spacing 4f . We focus on the baseband and denote the uplink central sub-carrier by DC. The
BS is equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA) with M antenna elements, while the user has one antenna.
The uplink multipath channel between the user and the BS antenna element m on subcarrier n can be modeled as
hulm(n) =
Lul−1∑
l=0
gull e
j2piΦull,n+j2piΘ
ul
l,m , (1)
in which m = −bM/2c, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , dM/2e − 1, n = −bN/2c, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , dN/2e − 1, Lul is the number of
propagation paths in the uplink, gull is the gain of the lth propagation path in the uplink and is complex, Φ
ul
l,n is introduced by
the delay of the lth path in the uplink, and Θull,m is the phase difference between antenna element m and 0 resulting from the
time difference in the arrival of the lth path in the uplink.
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Fig. 1. Difference of the propagation distances when the wireless signal arrives at two adjacent ULA elements. The black circle represents the reference
antenna element at the BS.
τull denotes the delay of the lth propagation path in the uplink upon its arrival at antenna element 0, which satisfies
0 < τull < 1/4f . We know that Φull,n = n4fτull and we further denote the angle of the lth path in uplink by θull , which
satisfies 0 < θull < 2pi. The wireless signal travels different distances when arriving at different BS antenna elements as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The signal from direction θull travels at a longer distance of d
ul
l,m = md sin θ
ul
l upon arriving at element
m when compared with element 0, where d denotes the distance between two adjacent antenna elements that equals to λ/2
and λ denotes the carrier wavelength. The phase difference between element m and 0 for the lth path is calculated as
Θull,m =
fdull,m
c
= m
d
λ
sin θull , (2)
where f denotes the carrier frequency and c denotes the speed of light. Therefore, (1) can be rewritten as
hulm(n) =
Lul−1∑
l=0
gle
j2pin4fτull +j2pim dλ sin θull . (3)
By stacking the channels on all subcarriers and antennas into a vector, we obtain the multi-subcarrier multi-antenna channel
between the user and the BS, which is expressed as
hul =
Lul−1∑
l=0
gull p(τ
ul
l )⊗ a(θull ), (4)
where ⊗ represents the Kronecker product,
p(τ) =
[
e−j2pib
N
2 c4fτ , . . . , ej2pi(d
N
2 e−1)4fτ
]H
(5)
denotes the delay-related phase vector of the OFDM module, and
a(θ) =
[
e−j2pib
M
2 c dλ sin θ, . . . , ej2pi(d
M
2 e−1) dλ sin θ
]H
(6)
denotes the steering vector of the ULA.
As a special case, the BS only has one antenna. Under this single-input single-output (SISO) condition, the angles of
propagation paths are not modeled in this channel, but the uplink channel vector on all subcarriers can be written as
hulSISO =
Lul−1∑
l=0
gull p(τ
ul
l ). (7)
For the downlink, by using the uplink carrier frequency as the reference (i.e., 0 Hz), we denote the downlink carrier frequency
5by 4F and model the downlink channel between the BS antenna array and the user on all subcarriers and antennas as
hdl =
Ldl−1∑
l=0
gdll e
j2pi4Fτdll p(τdll )⊗ a(θdll ), (8)
where Ldl represents the number of propagation paths in the downlink, gdll is the complex gain of the lth downlink propagation
path, τdll is the delay of the lth downlink path with respect to antenna element 0 that satisfies 0 < τ
dl
l < 1/4f , and θdll is the
angle of the lth path in the downlink that satisfies 0 < θdll < 2pi.
Reciprocity does not normally apply in FDD systems because of the different operating frequencies in the uplink and
downlink. Nonetheless, the uplink and downlink channels share a common propagation space between the BS and the user,
and some partial reciprocity is expected if the frequency bands are within a certain coherent bandwidth.
The uplink and downlink signals propagate along common paths and are reflected by the same scatterers. Given that the
wireless signals travel the same transmission distance and at the same speed, the delay is equal in both the uplink and downlink.
According to the measurement results in [13] and [23], the spatial directions or angles in the uplink channel are almost the
same as those in the downlink channel. Therefore, Lul = Ldl = L, τull = τ
dl
l = τl, and θ
ul
l = θ
dl
l = θl are obtained. The
delays and angles {τl, θl}l=0,...,L−1 are frequency-independent, thereby revealing a spatial reciprocity between the uplink and
downlink.
III. EFFICIENT DOWNLINK CHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION
The spatial reciprocity inspires us to reconstruct the FDD downlink channels by using the frequency-independent parameters
estimated in the uplink instead of estimating the downlink CSI via massive downlink training and feedback. In this section,
we propose an efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme for FDD multi-antenna systems based on spatial reciprocity
by using the uplink CSI with a small amount of downlink training and feedback overhead.
A. Estimating Frequency-Independent Parameters
During the uplink sounding process, the BS receives pilots sent from the user and is given the opportunity to estimate the
frequency-independent parameters. The pilot received by the BS antenna element m on subcarrier n can be expressed as
yulm(n) = h
ul
m(n)s(n) + z
ul
m(n) =
L−1∑
l=0
gull e
j2pin4fτl+j2pim dλ sin θls(n) + zulm(n), (9)
where s(n) is the transmitted pilot on subcarrier n, and zulm(n) is the complex Gaussian noise vector on BS antenna element
m and subcarrier n with zero mean and unit variance.
In this multi-subcarrier multi-antenna system, the BS can receive pilots on each occupied subcarrier and antenna element.
N continuous subcarriers is assumed to be occupied by the pilots, while the central subcarrier is assumed to be DC. The
transmitted pilots on all subcarriers are equal to 1, thereby satisfying s(−bN/2c) = · · · = s(dN/2e − 1) = 1. To detect the
two-tuples {τl, θl}l=0,...,L−1 from the received pilots, we stack the received pilots on all subcarriers and antennas together into
a vector and obtain
yul =
L−1∑
l=0
gull p(τl)⊗ a(θl) + zul, (10)
where zul is the stacked uplink noise vector with i.i.d. elements. Here, we denote
u(τ, θ) = p(τ)⊗ a(θ). (11)
6Therefore, (10) can be rewritten as
yul =
L−1∑
l=0
gull u(τl, θl) + z
ul. (12)
Based on (12), the parameter detection problem can be translated to a frequency detection problem.
From [20], we find that the NOMP algorithm behaves well in detecting frequencies from a mixture of sinusoids. NOMP
can extract (al, wl)l=0,...,L−1 from
y =
L−1∑
l=0
alx(wl) + z, (13)
where x(w) =
[
1, ejw, . . . , ej(N−1)w
]H
and z is a complex Gaussian vector with i.i.d. elements. The NOMP algorithm
introduced in [20] only estimates one frequency parameter, namely, w. However, two frequency parameters need to be detected
in our case, namely, (τ, θ). In other words, three-tuples must be extracted from (12), including gul. The original NOMP
algorithm cannot satisfy our requirement and we must extend it to fit the trivariate condition.
A detailed description of the trivariate NOMP algorithm is provided in Section IV. In the following part of this section, we
suppose that the final results are obtained after the trivariate NOMP algorithm is applied to (12). The detected three-tuples are
recorded as (gˆull , τˆl, θˆl)l=0,...,Lˆ−1.
B. Necessity to Refine the Gains
After obtaining the gain, delay, and angle of each path via uplink training and trivariate NOMP estimation, we reconstruct
the downlink channel for the FDD transmission system.
As mentioned before, the delays and angles are frequency-independent parameters, and their uplink estimates can be applied
in the reconstruction of the downlink frequency band channel. Based on these facts, [19] proposed an R2-F2 system that extracts
the information of the propagation paths from the channels on band 1 in order to reconstruct the corresponding channels on
band 2. This system allows the LTE BSs to infer the downlink channels by using the uplink-derived CSI and underscores the
need to eliminate CSI feedback, which will significantly improve the time-frequency resource utilization. However, we are
still unsure whether the reconstructed downlink channel is accurate enough if the uplink estimates are directly applied to the
downlink channel model without using any downlink CSI.
In [19], the precondition for eliminating downlink training and feedback is that all spatial parameters, including the gains,
delays, and angles, are frequency-independent. The gain of each path is viewed to be identical in both the uplink and downlink.
However, the existing measurements for the correlation of gains in different frequency bands do not provide sufficient evidence
to confirm the frequency-independent feature of the gains. On the contrary, [23] demonstrated that due to phase difference, the
power of a cluster differs in uplink and downlink. A more commonly accepted view is that the azimuth power spectrum, which
can be regarded as the secondary moment of the complex gain, is highly correlated in both the uplink and downlink. This
view has been confirmed by the measurements in [13]. In [14], the authors proposed to model the azimuth power spectrum
based on a same shape but multiplied by a frequency-dependent factor, thereby suggesting that the amplitudes are not equal
in different frequency bands. Previous studies generally hold that the instantaneous spatial complex gains are different in the
uplink and downlink [21], [22]. Therefore, we cannot suppose that the gains are frequency-independent.
Meanwhile, even if the gains are assumed to be frequency-independent, the estimation errors will negatively affect the
reconstructions on another frequency band. These errors are inevitable for any detection method, including NOMP and the
optimization method used in [19]. The simplest single-antenna single-path case is used as an example to determine the impact
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Fig. 2. Impact of phase error: (a) Single-path scenario. The solid line with arrow represents the true phase of the path. The dotted lines with arrows are the
phase errors on frequencies f1 and f2. (b) Multi-path scenario. The solid lines with arrows are the real multi-path components and the real superposition.
The dotted lines with arrows are the estimated components and their superposition.
of the estimation error. We denote the real gain and delay by g and τ , respectively, and denote the real channel on frequency
f1 by h1 = gej2pif1τ . We assume that the estimated gain and delay on frequency f1 are gˆ and τˆ , respectively, and that the
estimation error of delay is 4τ = τˆ − τ . For frequency f1, gˆ will compensate for the phase error caused by 4τ because the
gain is updated by using LS estimation at the end of the NOMP algorithm. The reconstructed channel hˆ1 = gˆej2pif1τˆ will be
very much the same as the original channel h1. In this case, “global accuracy” is obtained instead of “local accuracy”.
However, when gˆ and τˆ are used directly to reconstruct the channel on frequency f2, the phase error 2pif24τ is considerable if
either f2 or4τ is large enough as shown in Fig. 2(a). Meanwhile, the gˆ derived on frequency f1 is no longer able to compensate
for this phase error on frequency f2. The reconstructed channel on frequency f2 is expressed as
hˆ2 = gˆe
j2pif2τˆ = h2
gˆ
g
ej2pif24τ , (14)
where gˆg e
−j2pif24τ is the multiplicative estimation error from the global perspective. We can find that the derived channel on
frequency f2 is far from the real channel. Although gˆ has the same absolute value as g, that is, |gˆ| = |g|, the phase difference
between hˆ2 and h2 becomes unacceptably large because the phase information of the wireless channel is of great importance
to the transceiver design.
The phase error will severely affect the multi-path channel reconstruction. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the original channel
comprises two paths with different amplitudes and delays, which are denoted by solid lines with arrows. As a result of the
phase error, these multi-path components rotate and form an incorrect superposition. An angular error also takes place in highly
complicated multi-antenna multi-path scenarios, thereby further harming the reconstruction on another band. Therefore, we
do not suggest to follow the approach in [19], which only uses the uplink CSI to reconstruct the downlink channel for FDD
transmission systems.
C. Re-Estimation and Reconstruction Scheme
Given the inevitable estimation errors of the delays and angles, the gains are LS-estimated at the last step of the NOMP
algorithm to compensate for these errors in the reconstruction of the uplink channel. Similarly, the gains can also be re-
estimated via LS to compensate for the errors in reconstructing the downlink channel. This approach requires additional
downlink overhead. Fortunately, only the gains need to be refined. Both the delays and angles estimated in the uplink are still
applicable to the downlink channel reconstruction. Therefore, a small amount of overhead is required to refine the gains.
8The gains are refined with the aid of pilots that are transmitted in the downlink. To retrieve the feature of the whole downlink
frequency band, these pilots are sparsely distributed in the downlink band. We use comb-type all-one pilots and insert one pilot
in every K subcarriers. Afterward, Np = bN/Kc subcarriers are occupied by the pilots, and the indices of the subcarriers are
n0, n2, . . . , nNp−1.
Unlike the uplink, multiple antennas exist at the transmitter and a single antenna exists at the receiver. The pilots that are
transmitted by the antenna array will be additively received at a single antenna. To enhance the received power, the pilots
are beamformed before the transmission. Given the angles of the propagation paths {θˆl}l=0,...,Lˆ−1 that are estimated in the
uplink, we target the pilots to these directions and concentrate the transmit power onto the propagation path of the channel.
The following beamforming types are considered here:
Type 1: The pilots in one OFDM symbol are beamformed to target one specific direction. We need Lˆ OFDM symbols to
send the pilots, and different OFDM symbols correspond to different directions. For subcarrier ni on the jth OFDM symbol,
the received pilot can be expressed as
ydlj (ni) =
L−1∑
l=0
gdll e
j2pi(4F+ni4f)τlaH(θl)a(θˆj) + zdlj (ni), (15)
where zdlj (ni) is the downlink noise on subcarrier ni and OFDM symbol j, i = 0, . . . , Np − 1, and j = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1.
Type 2: The pilots are frequency-division multiplexed onto different directions, and only one OFDM symbol is needed.
Subcarriers n0, . . . , nLˆ−1 correspond to directions θˆ0, . . . , θˆLˆ−1, respectively. The received pilot on subcarrier ni can be
expressed as
ydl(ni) =
L−1∑
l=0
gdll e
j2pi(4F+ni4f)τlaH(θl)a(θˆi) + zdl(ni), (16)
where i = imod Lˆ, zdl(ni) is the downlink noise on subcarrier ni, and i = 0, . . . , Np − 1.
To estimate the downlink gains at the user side, the BS needs to inform the user with the uplink estimated parameters
(τˆl, θˆl), l = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1 and the beamforming type. The user applies these estimates into (15) or (16) according to the
beamforming type and rewrites the signal models as
ydlj (ni) =
Lˆ−1∑
l=0
gdll e
j2pi(4F+ni4f)τˆlaH(θˆl)a(θˆj) + zdlj (ni) (17)
and
ydl(ni) =
Lˆ−1∑
l=0
gdll e
j2pi(4F+ni4f)τˆlaH(θˆl)a(θˆi) + zdl(ni). (18)
After stacking the received pilots on all subcarriers and OFDM symbols, the following unified signal model for both types
is constructed as
ydl = Agdl + zdl, (19)
where ydl and zdl are the stacked Mp× 1 dimensional received pilots, gains, and noise vectors, respectively, while A denotes
the Mp × Lˆ dimensional coefficient matrix.
9For Type 1, Mp = NpLˆ, and the matrix A comprises Lˆ submatrices
A =

A(0)
...
A(Lˆ−1)

T
, (20)
where the (i, l)th entry of the submatrix A(j) is equal to
A
(j)
i,l = e
j2pi(4F+ni4f)τˆlaH(θˆl)a(θˆj), (21)
where j = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1, i = 0, . . . , Np − 1 and l = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1.
For Type 2, Mp = Np, and the (i, l)th entry of A is equal to
Ai,l = e
j2pi(4F+ni4f)τˆlaH(θˆl)a(θˆi), (22)
where i = 0, . . . , Np − 1, and l = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1.
Given that the coefficient matrix A is also known at the user side, the user can refine the gains via LS estimation as
gˆdl = A†ydl, (23)
where A† represents the pseudo-inverse of A, and the dimension of the refined gain vector gˆdl is still Lˆ. The refined gains
are then sent back to the BS. The feedback amount is independent of the number of antenna elements and subcarriers but is
dependent on the number of detected propagation paths.
The BS obtains all the information required for the reconstruction of the downlink channel, namely, (gˆdll , τˆl, θˆl), l = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1.
Specifically, the downlink multipath channel on all subcarriers and antennas is reconstructed as
hdl =
Lˆ−1∑
l=0
gˆdll e
j2pi4F τˆlp(τˆl)⊗ a(θˆl). (24)
For clarity, we briefly summarize the procedures used in the proposed efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme as
follows:
• Step 1: Frequency-independent parameters estimation during the uplink sounding. The user sends uplink pilots to the BS
and then the BS uses the extended triviriate NOMP algorithm to estimate the gain, delay, and angle of each propagation
path of the channel.
• Step 2: Downlink gain refinement and feedback. The BS transmits the downlink pilots to the user and informs the user
about the beamforming type and the uplink-estimated delays and angles. The user re-estimates the gains and then feeds
them back to the BS.
• Step 3: Downlink channel reconstruction. The BS reconstructs the downlink channel by using the uplink-estimated delays
and angles as well as the downlink-refined gains.
IV. UPLINK PARAMETERS EXTRACTION
In this section, we describe the extension of the NOMP algorithm in detail in order to fit the trivariate condition and obtain
the three-tuple (gul, τ, θ) from the uplink as mentioned in Section III.A. We first introduce the rationale and stopping criterion
of the trivariate NOMP algorithm and then evaluate its accuracy by using the lower bounds of the estimation errors.
10
For simplification, 4fτ is treated as a whole that is simplified by µ ∈ [0, 1). Similarly, dλ sin θ is simplified by ν ∈ [0, 1).
Then, vector u is represented by
u(µ, ν) = p(µ)⊗ a(ν) (25)
in the subsequent part of this section, where
p(µ) =
[
e−j2pib
N
2 cµ, . . . , ej2pi(d
N
2 e−1)µ
]H
(26)
and
a(ν) =
[
e−j2pib
M
2 cν , . . . , ej2pi(d
M
2 e−1)ν
]H
. (27)
The three-tuples to be detected are transformed to (gul, µ, ν) in the extended trivariate NOMP algorithm.
A. Trivariate NOMP Algorithm
NOMP is an iteration-based algorithm. In our extended version of this algorithm, a three-tuple of (gul, µ, ν) is estimated in
each iteration. The component made by this three-tuple is then removed from the observed pilot. At the end of the ith iteration,
the residual is calculated as
yulr = y
ul −
i−1∑
l=0
g˜ull u(µ˜l, ν˜l), (28)
where (g˜ull , µ˜l, ν˜l), l = 0, . . . , i − 1 are the estimated three-tuples in the previous i iterations. Afterward, in the (i + 1)th
iteration, we estimate a new three-tuple by minimizing the new residual power ‖yulr −gulu(µ, ν)‖2, which is further translated
to maximize the following function
S(gul, µ, ν) = 2R{yulHr gulu(µ, ν)}− |gul|2‖u(µ, ν)‖2. (29)
The working steps in the (i+ 1)th iteration of the extended trivariate NOMP algorithm are similar to those of the original
algorithm in [20]. We first briefly introduce the steps in the (i + 1)th iteration of the extended algorithm, which are listed
below.
• Step 1: New Detection. Select the coarse estimates µ˜i and ν˜i from a 2D over-sampled angle-and-delay grid and then
calculate g˜uli from µ˜i and ν˜i.
• Step 2: Single Refinement. Solely refine the coarsely estimated three-tuple (g˜uli , µ˜i, ν˜i) through the Newton refinement
steps and add the obtained (g˜uli
′, µ˜i′, ν˜i′) into the set of the estimated three-tuples.
• Step 3: Cyclic Refinement. Cyclically refine the set of estimated three-tuples through the Newton refinement steps and
obtain (g˜ull
′′, µ˜l′′, ν˜l′′), l = 0, . . . , i.
• Step 4: Gains Update. Retain the estimated delays and angles and update all the amplitudes through LS estimation
[˜˜g
ul
0 , ˜˜g
ul
1 , . . . , ˜˜g
ul
i ]
T = U†yul, where U = [u(µ˜0′′, ν˜0′′),u(µ˜1′′, ν˜1′′), . . . ,u(µ˜i′′, ν˜i′′)].
Details about the extensions of this work are then provided. Given that the delay and the angle jointly determine the channel
phase and can be represented using a common vector u(µ, ν), these two parameters are estimated and refined together in our
design. This combination results in the 2D grid and the extended Newton step.
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1) 2D Grid: The coarse estimates (µ˜i, ν˜i) in Step 1 are chosen from a 2D angle-and-delay grid Ω, which consists of
γ1N × γ2M over-sampled grid points
Ω =
{(
k1
γ1N
,
k2
γ2M
)
: k1 = 0, 1, . . . , γ1N − 1; k2 = 0, 1, . . . , γ2M − 1
}
, (30)
where γ1 and γ2 are the over-sampling rates for the delay grid and the angle grid, respectively. Each point in the grid forms
a vector u(k1/(γ1N), k2/(γ2M)). The coarsely estimated delay and angle are obtained by exhaustively searching the grid
points as follows:
(µ˜i, ν˜i) = arg max
(µ,ν)∈Ω
|uH(µ, ν)yulr |2
‖u(µ, ν)‖2 . (31)
Next, the gain is calculated as
g˜uli =
uH(µ˜i, ν˜i)y
ul
r
‖u(µ˜i, ν˜i)‖2 . (32)
2) Extended Newton Step: With one more parameter than the original Newton step, the extended Newton step in Steps 2
and 3 can refine the delay and the angle simultaneously. In this bivariate problem, the coarsely estimated (µ˜i, ν˜i) are refined
through µ˜′i
ν˜′i
 =
µ˜i
ν˜i
− S¨ (g˜uli , µ˜i, ν˜i)−1S˙ (g˜uli , µ˜i, ν˜i), (33)
where
S˙
(
gul, µ, ν
)
=
∂S∂µ
∂S
∂ν
 (34)
is the first-order partial derivative vector, and
S¨
(
gul, µ, ν
)
=
 ∂2S∂µ2 ∂2S∂µ∂ν
∂2S
∂ν∂µ
∂2S
∂ν2
 (35)
is the second-order partial derivative matrix. According to (29), we can write the first-order partial derivatives of S(gul, µ, ν)
as
∂S
∂x
= 2R
{
gul
(
yulr − gulu
)H ∂u
∂x
}
, (36)
where x can be µ or ν. The second-order partial derivative of S(gul, τ, θ) is calculated as
∂2S
∂x1∂x2
= 2R
{
gul
(
yulr − gulu
)H ∂2u
∂x1∂x2
− |gul|2 ∂u
H
∂x2
∂u
∂x1
}
, (37)
where x1 and x2 can be µ or ν. One requirement is that S(gul, µ, ν) is locally convex in the neighborhood of (µ˜, ν˜) because we
are pursuing its maximum value. Therefore, the Newton refinement (33) will be carried out if, and only if, det
(
S¨
(
g˜ul, µ˜, ν˜
))
>
0 and the first element of S¨
(
g˜ul, µ˜, ν˜
)
is lower than 0. At the end of each Newton step, the gain is also updated using (32).
Note that the 2D grid and the extended Newton step are the required major extensions to the original NOMP algorithm.
Other minor modifications to fit the trivariate condition are trivial and omitted here.
B. Stopping Criterion
One major challenge is that BS does not know the number of propagation paths in the real channel, a detail which directly
determines when the iteration process is terminated. If the estimated three-tuples are precise enough, all the paths will be
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accurately identified and the residual will be reduced to the noise at the end of the NOMP algorithm, i.e., yulr ≈ zul. In this
study, this assumption is utilized to design the stopping criterion.
1) Power-based Criterion: One choice is to terminate the NOMP iterations when the residual power is less than the total
noise power. Since the noise power is normalized to 1, if
‖yulr ‖2 < κ, (38)
where
κ = E{‖zul‖2} = MN, (39)
then the trivariate NOMP algorithm will be stopped.
2) False-Alarm-Rate-based Criterion: Alternatively, we can design the stopping criterion based on the false alarm rate. If
we “detect” a fake path that does not exist, then we say that a fault appears. This situation happens when all the paths have
been detected but the algorithm is still not working. The following theorem introduces the false-alarm-rate-based stopping
criterion.
Theorem 1: If the trivariate NOMP algorithm terminates when
‖u(µ, ν)Hyulr ‖2 < κ′ (40)
holds for all grid points
(µ, ν) ∈
{(
k1
′
N
,
k2
′
M
)
: k1
′ = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1; k2′ = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1
}
, (41)
where
κ′ = ln(MN)− ln(− ln(1− Pfa)), (42)
then the false alarm rate can be approximated by Pfa.
Proof: As the grid points listed in (41) are non-over-sampled points, the corresponding values of u(µ, ν)Hyulr can be
viewed as the Fourier transformed values of yulr and remain the same statistic property of y
ul
r . Since y
ul
r ≈ zul when all the
paths are precisely detected, the condition (40) can be translated to
‖zul‖2∞ < κ′. (43)
From [24], we know that
E
{‖zul‖2∞} ≈ ln(MN) (44)
when MN grows large. Denoting z¯ = ‖zul‖2∞ − ln(MN), we can derive that
P {z¯ ≤ Z} = P {‖zul‖2∞ < Z + ln(MN)} . (45)
Given that each element of z is i.i.d., it holds that
P {‖zul‖2∞ < Z + ln(MN)} = P {|z1|2 ≤ Z + ln(MN)}MN = (1− 1MN e−Z
)MN
, (46)
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where z1 is the first element of zul and is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit variance. As
exp{ξ} = lim
n→∞
(
1 +
ξ
n
)n
, (47)
we have (
1− 1
MN
e−Z
)MN
≈ exp{− exp{−Z}} (48)
when MN grows without limit. By applying (46)–(48) into (45) and denoting κ′ = Z + ln(MN), we can obtain
P {‖zul‖2∞ ≤ κ′} ≈ exp{− exp{ln(MN)− κ′}}. (49)
If we further apply (42), then it holds that
P {‖zul‖2∞ > κ′} = 1− P {‖zul‖2∞ ≤ κ′} ≈ Pfa, (50)
which means that the false alarm rate approximates Pfa.
After the iterations stop, the final estimation results of the trivariate NOMP algorithm are denoted as (gˆull , µˆl, νˆl), l =
0, . . . , Lˆ− 1. These estimation results are further translated to (gˆull , τˆl, θˆl), l = 0, . . . , Lˆ− 1, as mentioned in Section III.
C. Estimation Accuracy
To evaluate the estimation accuracy of the delay and the angle, we calculate the respective normalized mean square errors
(MSEs) of µ and ν by
εµ = E
{ |µˆ− µ|2
1/N2
}
(51)
and
εν = E
{ |νˆ − ν|2
1/M2
}
. (52)
The following theorem is used to study the estimation accuracy of the extended trivariate NOMP algorithm.
Theorem 2: The normalized MSEs of the delay and angle are lower bounded, respectively, by
εµ ≥ 3N
SNR · 2pi2M(N2 − 1) (53)
and
εν ≥ 3M
SNR · 2pi2N(M2 − 1) . (54)
Proof: Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) can be interpreted as a lower bound of the variance of the estimator. The CRBs of the
single path case, yul = gulu(µ, ν) + zul, are introduced, where each element of z is i.i.d Gaussian with zero mean and unit
variance. According to [25], the Fisher information matrix is calculated by
F(µ, ν) = 2|gul|2R

∂uH∂µ ∂u∂µ ∂uH∂µ ∂u∂ν
∂uH
∂ν
∂u
∂µ
∂uH
∂ν
∂u
∂ν
 . (55)
Applying (11) into (55), we can get an analytical expression of the Fisher information matrix as
F(µ, ν) = 2|gul|2
pi2MN(M2−1)3 0
0 pi
2MN(N2−1)
3
 . (56)
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the practical normalized MSEs and the lower bounds for µ and ν. Case 1: M = 32, N = 128; Case 2: M = 32, N = 64.
Then, the CRB of the delay is expressed as
CRBµ = F
−1
1,1(µ, ν) =
3
2|gul|2pi2MN(N2 − 1) . (57)
Similarly, the CRB of the angle is
CRBν = F
−1
2,2(µ, ν) =
3
2|gul|2pi2MN(M2 − 1) . (58)
With a containing the pilot and the noise power equaling 1, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) here is measured through |gul|2,
that is, |gul|2 = SNR. Moreover, CRBµ ≤ E
{|µˆ− µ|2} and CRBν ≤ E{|νˆ − ν|2}, from where we obtain (53) and (54),
respectively.
When we set M = 1, the problem is reduced to the bivariate case that only the gain and the delay are to be estimated. If
p(µ) =
[
e−jbN/2cµ, . . . , ej(dN/2e−1)µ
]H
/
√
N , then the CRB of delay is written as
CRB(M=1)µ =
6
SNR(N2 − 1) , (59)
which is exactly in accordance with the CRB bound given in [20]. It proves the correctness of Theorem 2.
Corollary 1: When N or M grows large, the lower bounds of the normalized MSEs of the delay and angle coincide, i.e.,
εµ, εν ≥ 3
SNR · 2pi2MN . (60)
Proof: It holds that N2/(N2 − 1) ≈ 1 when N grows large. Then (53) approaches (60). Similarly, (54) approaches (60)
when M grows large.
Remark: From Theorem 2 and Corollary 1, we can find that the bounds can be further lowered if the number of subcarriers
occupied by the pilots or the number of BS antenna elements increases. This is because with more observed samples, we can
see more details about the spatial channel. What should be emphasized are the preconditions of high estimation accuracy, i.e.,
the angles and delays of different paths are well separated and that the number of paths is far less than M or N . In addition,
only if the channel satisfies these preconditions can the algorithm achieve lower-bound performances.
The results in Fig. 3 provide an intuitive comparison of the normalized MSEs with the derived lower bounds. The circles
and stars represent the practical MSEs of the trivariate NOMP algorithm, and the dotted lines are the lower bounds. We set
γ1 = γ2 = 2. A total of 15 equal-power paths are present in the channel. The minimum separations among the delays and
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the angles are no less than 1/N and 1/M , respectively. We first evaluate case 1, where M = 32 and N = 128. The values
of M and N satisfy the condition in Corollary 1 and we find that the lower bounds of the delay and the angle are nearly
the same. Besides, the estimation accuracy is enhanced proportionally with the increase of SNR. The practical MSEs closely
coincide with their theoretical lower bounds for both µ and ν, which demonstrates the high accuracy of the trivariate NOMP
algorithm. Moreover, even though M  N , the practical estimation accuracy of ν is not inferior to that of µ because of the
well-separated spatial angles of each path and the significantly lower number of paths compared to M or N . The results in
Fig. 3 also compare the performances of the algorithm in case 2, where M = 32 and N = 64, that is, the number of subcarriers
is half of that in case 1. The results demonstrate that the practical estimation accuracy degrades and the MSE lines deviate
with the theoretical lower bounds. The lower bounds are accessed when the observations are far more than the propagation
paths. Despite this, the MSEs of µ and ν are below −30 dB, demonstrating that the practical estimation accuracy of the delay
and angle remain high.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme. We first
discuss our computer simulation results and then move on to our hardware OTA tests for validation.
A. Simulation Results
Computer simulations are realized through MATLAB. For the NOMP algorithm, the over-sampling rates of the delay and
angle are set to 2 and 4, respectively. One round of single refinement and three rounds of cyclic refinement are implemented
during each NOMP iteration. The number of FFT points is set as 2048 and the subcarrier spacing is set as 75 kHz. Note that
we infer the out-of-band or downlink channel solely using the in-band or uplink derived gains, delays and angles as suggested
in [19], while we reconstruct the channel by utilizing the out-of-band or downlink refined gains and in-band or uplink derived
delays and angles as suggested by the proposed efficient reconstruction scheme. Channel inference is equivalent to channel
reconstruction for the in-band or the uplink, and both are realized by applying the NOMP estimated gains, delays, and angles
in the channel model.
The necessity of the gain refinement is first validated through a comparison of the reconstructed channel’s amplitude with
that of the real channel. The total bandwidth is 153.6 MHz. The center frequency of 45 MHz is regarded as the in-band to
estimate the frequency-independent parameters. The out-of-band channels on the other bands are then inferred or reconstructed
using these parameters. We consider a simple example where the BS is equipped with one antenna. Fig. 4(a) reveals the
difference between the actual full-band channel and the inferred channel. Within the 45 MHz in-band, we note that the inferred
channel matches well with the actual channel, corroborating the precision of the NOMP algorithm. On the other hand, for the
out-of-band, an obvious deviation can be seen between the inferred and actual channels. The large performance degradation
indicates that the gains derived from the in-band estimation are insufficiently accurate in inferring the out-of-band channel.
Therefore, the gains are refine using LS estimation with the aid of the out-of-band pilots which are inserted in every four
subcarriers. The results of the refinement are given in Fig. 4(b). Results demonstrate that the reconstructed out-of-band channel
matches closely with the actual channel, thereby validating the necessity and effectiveness of the gain refinement.
Now, we examine the MSE performance of the proposed efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme in FDD-OFDM
systems. In both uplink and downlink OFDM modules, the central 1200 subcarriers around DC compose the transmission
band whose bandwidth equals 90 MHz. The separation between the uplink and downlink central subcarriers is 300 MHz. In
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Fig. 4. Full-band channel inference and reconstruction results, where (a) presents the inferred channel in the full band, and (b) shows the reconstructed
channel in the out-of-band.
the uplink, all 1200 subcarriers are filled with pilots for the NOMP algorithm. Moreover, in the downlink, pilots are sparsely
and uniformly inserted in every K subcarriers. We focus on two propagation scenarios. Scenario (a) is a sparsely scattering
scenario, where two distinct paths exist in the channel. The angles of the two paths are i.i.d. and randomly generated in
[0◦, 360◦). Scenario (b) is the clustering channel, where there is one cluster with six close paths. The angular spread of the
cluster is 30◦. In addition, the SNR measures the ratio of the pilot power versus the noise power on one antenna and for each
subcarrier.
The LS and LMMSE channel estimation results are introduced as the lower and upper benchmarks, respectively. LS is a
commonly used estimation method with low complexity, but has a drawback of increasing the noise. LMMSE is an improved
estimation algorithm that fixes this drawback and achieves considerably higher accuracy. When conducting LS and LMMSE
estimation algorithms, we use the pilots on every four subcarriers. We likewise compare the reconstructed downlink and
reconstructed uplink channels with the actual channel by evaluating their MSE performance, which is calculated as
MSE =
E
{
‖hˆ− h‖2
}
σ2z
, (61)
where hˆ denotes the reconstructed channel on one subcarrier, h is the real channel, and σ2z is the addition of the noise power
on multiple antennas which equals M here.
The case when the BS is equipped with four antennas is tested first. Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the MSE performances of
the reconstructed uplink and downlink channels in Scenario (a). Results show that the LS estimated channel has the worst
MSE, whereas the uplink reconstructed channel has the best MSE. Furthermore, the precision of the uplink-reconstructed
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Fig. 5. MSE performances of the reconstructions when M = 4 (a) in Scenario (a), and (b) in Scenario (b).
channel is even higher than the LMMSE-estimated downlink channel. This finding is attributed to the employment of in-band
pilots in the estimation of in-band CSI, and obtaining an accurate composition of the multi-path components through the
trivariate NOMP algorithm. Hence, the uplink-reconstructed channel is almost the same as the actual channel. To evaluate
the efficient downlink reconstruction scheme, we adopt both beamforming types and compare their MSE performances. As
expected, the MSE performance of the downlink reconstruction is inferior to that of the uplink reconstruction. Especially
when using beamforming type 2 and setting K = 4, a significant performance gap appears between the uplink and downlink
reconstructions. If we increase the density of downlink pilots by setting K = 2 or switch to beamforming type 1, the MSE
results are improved. As an overly high performance is not necessary and the cost is large, a balance must be reached between
performance and cost.
The numerical results of the four-antenna case in Scenario (b) are presented in Fig. 5(b). Extracting each path from their
spatial superposition is difficult because the paths are clustered within a small angular-spread area. This condition is particularly
true if the angles cannot be accurately estimated, and the number of estimated paths may be more or less than the paths that
actual channel has. Hence, the performance of uplink channel reconstruction degrades when compared with that in Fig. 5(a).
Regarding the downlink reconstructions, using beamforming type 1 still achieves excellent MSE performance due to the large
amount of downlink beamformed pilots. By contrast, using beamforming type 2 results in about 9 dB loss in MSE when
compared with type 1 if we set K = 4 because a relatively large number of estimated paths exist and each estimated direction
cannot be allocated with enough pilots. The accuracy is significantly enhanced when setting K = 2. Therefore, the amount of
downlink pilots should be increased in proportion to the number of detected propagation paths.
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Fig. 6. MSE performance of the reconstructions when M = 32 in Scenario (b).
TABLE I
OTA CONFIGURATIONS
Parameter Value
Antenna Bandwidth 90 MHz
Carrier Frequency 3.5 GHz
Sampling Rate 153.6 MHz
Number of FFT Points 2048
Subcarrier Spacing 75 kHz
Transmit Power –20dBm
Now, we scale up the computer simulations by considering the 32-antenna configuration in the more complicated and
commonly seen Scenario (b). This simulation aims to assess the performance of the proposed reconstruction scheme in massive
MIMO environments. The over-sampling rates are reduced by setting them to 1. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, when
the number of antenna elements grows large, the reconstructed channel has excellent performance as well. By comparing Fig. 6
with Fig. 5(b), we first find that the MSE performance of the uplink reconstruction in the 32-antenna case is obviously better
than that in the four-antenna case owing to the high spatial resolution of a large-scale antenna array. With the help of the
multi-antenna gain, the downlink reconstructions are significantly improved as well. Therefore, the numerical results indicate
that both the uplink reconstruction and the efficient downlink reconstruction perform well in reconstructing the actual channel.
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Fig. 7. (a) OTA test environment in a laboratory and radio devices placed along the table for equipment. (b) The left and the right subfigures show the user
and the BS, respectively.
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B. OTA Test Results
We also set up an OTA testbed [Fig. 7(a)] to validate the results in practical environments. The radio devices are placed
along the table for equipment. The yellow circle represents the position of the user, and the red squares are the potential
positions of the BS. The BS and the user are equipped as shown in Fig. 7(b). The user works as the transmitter and has
a single antenna controlled by a RF vector signal generator. The BS is the receiver. The received signal at the BS antenna
array is first transported to a digital oscilloscope. After down-converting, synchronizing, and sampling, the received signal is
imported to the computer and processed through MATLAB. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the BS antenna array, which is a four-element
ULA where one column of the array is combined to form a ULA element. When evaluating the single-antenna case, the ULA
is replaced by one antenna element like the user antenna.
The configurations of the OTA tests are listed in Table I. Owing to the limitations of the hardware equipments, in-band
versus out-of-band tests are used to imitate the uplink versus downlink tests. Considering the antenna bandwidth , we select the
in-band and out-of-band regions within the central 90 MHz band and separate them to the greatest extent. As shown in Fig. 8,
we regard the red region with 45 MHz bandwidth as the in-band to imitate the uplink. The 15 MHz-bandwidth region colored
in blue is chosen as the out-of-band to imitate the downlink. The central frequency of the out-of-band region is 60 MHz away
from the central frequency of the in-band region. In the gain refinement stage, K = 2 or 4, which means that one-half or one-
fourth of the subcarriers are allocated for the out-of-band pilots. Given the high accuracy of LMMSE estimation algorithm,
we regard the LMMSE-estimated channel as the real channel when evaluating the out-of-band reconstruction scheme. The
out-of-band channel inference method is also evaluated, which represents the method introduced in [19]. Similarly, MSE is
used as the metric, which is calculated as
MSE =
E
{∥∥∥hˆ− hˆLMMSE∥∥∥2}
σ2z
, (62)
where hˆLMMSE is the LMMSE-estimated channel and is regarded as the real channel. The test results are displayed in the
form of a cumulative distribution function (CDF).
We start by reconstructing the simplest channel when the BS is equipped with a single antenna. In the single-antenna tests,
K = 4. Fig. 9(a) provides the CDF of the MSE (in dB) when the BS is located at Position (1). The figure shows that in-
band reconstruction achieves the highest accuracy, with a 90% probability that the MSE is below −9.65 dB. However, the
performance of the out-of-band inference is poor, with a 90% probability that MSE is lower than 15.36 dB, demonstrating
that the inferred channel can not accurately depict the actual channel. Fortunately, the accuracy is greatly improved when the
gains are refined with the aid of the out-of-band pilots. The out-of-band reconstruction scheme functions well, with a 90%
probability that the MSE is below −6.64 dB. These OTA results align with the previous numerical results. We can further
investigate the power ratio of the propagation paths through the results in Fig. 9(b). The first detected path occupies 75.2%
power of the channel because a strong line-of-sight (LoS) propagation path can be detected at Position (1). The power ratio
increases to 94.3% after the second detected paths is added. The results also indicate that the possibility of detecting more
than four paths is below 0.036.
The performances are then tested when the BS is located at Position (2), and the results are given in Fig. 10. We find that
both in-band and out-of-band reconstructions still have excellent performances in the non-LoS (NLoS) propagation scenario.
The 90%-probability MSEs of the two reconstructions are −9.00 and −6.17 dB, respectively. Although the MSE performance
is inferior to that of the LoS case, this performance degradation is relatively small. As for the power ratio of the propagation
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Fig. 9. SISO: MSE performances of the channel reconstructions and the power ratio of reconstructed paths when conducting OTA tests in Position (1).
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Fig. 12. SIMO: MSE performances of the reconstructions and the power ratio of reconstructed paths when conducting OTA tests in Position (2).
paths, the first reconstructed path only occupies 45.2% power of the channel and has a 0.416 probability that the number of
existing paths is more than four. These results clearly reveal that the out-of-band reconstruction scheme functions well even
when multiple NLoS propagation paths exist in the channel.
Next, the performance of the out-of-band reconstruction is evaluated in the single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system
where the BS is configured to have four antennas. The CDF of the MSE results when the BS is located at Position (1) is
shown in Fig. 11. Different from the single-antenna cases, in the multi-antenna case, the BS needs to estimate the angles, in
addition to the delays and gains. The channel tested from Position (1) is similar to Scenario (b) in computer simulations. A
dominant LoS propagation path exists, but it is surrounded by multiple paths. These paths compose a cluster, which makes it
more difficult to separate these paths from one another. Fig. 11(b) shows that the number of estimated paths increases greatly
when compared with that in Fig. 9(b), even though these results are derived at the same place. This finding is attributed to the
multiple antennas that enhance the spatial resolution and explain the spatial channel in a more detailed way. Therefore, the in-
band channel reconstruction achieves higher accuracy in a multiple-antenna environment than in a single-antenna environment.
When the out-of-band channel reconstruction scheme is used, pilots are inserted in every two or four subcarriers at the gain
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refinement stage. The reconstruction accuracy for the out-of-band is improved when the density of the pilots is increased. It
has a 90% probability that the MSE is below −8.67 dB if we set K = 2. These results strongly reveal the spatial reciprocity
between the channels in separated bands and validate the effectiveness of the proposed reconstruction scheme.
Fig. 12 presents the results in the setup where the BS is located at Position (2) and the channel has NLoS paths. A slight
but negligible performance degradation can be found from the MSE lines of both in-band reconstruction and out-of-band
reconstruction when these are compared with Fig. 11. Additionally, the power ratio of the first two detected paths decreases.
These observations are in accordance with those from Figs. 9 and 10, thus demonstrating the correctness of the OTA tests
regarding the proposed reconstruction scheme and indicating that the reconstruction scheme can work well in cases with more
antennas.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, an efficient downlink channel reconstruction scheme was proposed for FDD multi-antenna systems. The scheme
uses the frequency-independent features of the spatial parameters and tackles the problem of downlink CSI acquisition at the
BS in the absence of uplink-downlink reciprocity with limited overhead of downlink training and feedback. We extended the
NOMP algorithm to cope with the multi-antenna multi-subcarrier condition for extracting the frequency-independent parameters.
Numerical simulations validated the effectiveness of the gain refinement, which causes the downlink training and feedback
overhead. Our OTA tests demonstrated that the downlink reconstruction scheme achieves promising MSE performance. The
scheme and the OTA results have directive significance to the design of FDD massive MIMO systems.
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